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OBIETTIVI FORMATIVI  

 
The experimental fluid dynamics course aims at providing all the fundamental basics in the field of fluid dynamic 
experimental measurements. The student has the possibility of learning several experimental measurement 
techniques from theoretical and practical viewpoints. Each measurement technique is explained highlighting its 
potential advantages and drawbacks, its application limits and its uncertainties. 
 

PROGRAMMA  

 
Measurement theory. Measurement uncertainties: random and bias. Propagation of uncertainty. Signal Theory. 
Sampling Theory. Fundamentals of continuous and discrete Fourier transforms. 
Pressure measurements. Liquid manometers. Bourdon manometers. Pressure transducers. Pitot tube. Laboratory 
exercises: pressure measurements. 
Temperature measurements. Liquid thermometers. Thermocouples. Radiation Theory. Infrared thermography. Heat 
flux sensors: heated thin foil, thin film and this skin sensors. Laboratory exercises: temperature measurements. 
Velocity measurements: hot-wire anemometry, laser Doppler anemometry, Particle Image Velocimetry. Evaluation of 
a pressure field from velocity measurements. Determination of aerodynamic forces form velocity measurements. 
Laboratory exercises: velocity measurements. 
Force measurements. Load cells. Laboratory exercises: force measurements. 
Wind tunnels: subsonic and hypersonic. 
Fundamentals of optics. Density measurements: Shadowgraph, Schlieren and Interferometry. Laboratory exercises: 
density measurements. 
 

MODALITA' DIDATTICHE  

 
Lectures, Lab experiments, application seminars. 
  

MATERIALE DIDATTICO  

 
Notes on lectures delivered by the teacher and available on web site https://www.docenti.unina.it. Some suggested 
textbooks: Discetti Ianiro Experimental Aerodynamics CRC Press (2017). Tavoularis Measurements in fluid 
mechanics CUP 2009. Astarita Carlomagno Infrared Thermography for Thermo-Fluid-Dynamics Springer 2013. Raffel 
et al Particle Image Velocimetry springer 2018. Tropea et al Springer handbook of experimental fluid mechanics 
Springer 2007. Barlow et al Low Speed Wind Tunnel Testing Wiley (1999).  
 

MODALITA' DI ESAME 

L'esame si articola in prova Scritta e orale   Solo scritta   Solo orale  

         

In caso di prova scritta i quesiti sono A risposta multipla   A risposta libera   Esercizi numerici  

Altro  

 
 
 
 


